Multiple representation of reaching space in the medial posterior parietal area V6A.
During foveal reaching, the activity of neurons in the macaque medial posterior parietal area V6A is modulated by both gaze and arm direction. In the present work, we dissociated the position of gaze and reaching targets, and studied the neural activity of single V6A cells while the eyes and reaching targets were arranged in different spatial configurations (peripheral and foveal combinations). Target position influenced neural activity in all stages of the task, from visual presentation of target and movement planning, through reach execution and holding time. The majority of neurons preferred reaches directed toward peripheral targets, rather than foveal. Most neurons discharged in both premovement and action epochs. In most cases, reaching activity was tuned coherently across action planning and execution. When reaches were planned and executed in different eye/target configurations, multiple analyses revealed that few neurons coded reaching actions according to the absolute position of target, or to the position of target relative to the eye. The majority of cells responded to a combination of both these factors. These data suggest that V6A contains multiple representations of spatial information for reaching, consistent with a role of this area in forming cross-reference frame representations to be used by premotor cortex.